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Employing a unique case-based approach, Ham's Primary Care Geriatrics continues to be your

comprehensive source of clinical solutions for this challenging population. This gerontology medical

reference book features an interdisciplinary perspective that empowers you with team-oriented

knowledge on the best diagnosis, treatment, and management strategies available to address the

complex needs of older adults. "Overall this is a useful, well written, practical elderly medicine book,

ideal for use in primary care. It is reasonable priced and an excellent addition to the bookshelf,

virtual or real". Reviewed by: Dr Harry Brown, July 2014Â Effectively treat your geriatric patients,

and provide helpful guidance to their families, through engaging geriatric case studies that illustrate

the principles and key clinical information you need.Form a definitive diagnosis and create the best

treatment plans possible using the evidence-based medicine guidelines throughout.Find the

information you need quickly and efficiently with a 2-color layout and consistent format, and test

your knowledge with USMLE-style questions in every chapter.Offer your geriatric patients the most

up-to-date treatment options available with six new chapters addressing Principles of Primary Care

of Older Adults, Interprofessional Team Care, Billing and Coding, Frailty, Pressure Ulcers, and

Anemia. Access the complete geriatric text online anytime, anywhere at Expert Consult, along with

an online Cognitive Status Assessment with four tests and patient teaching guides, a dermatology

quiz, and informative videos on Gait and Balance and Dizziness.
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"This is one of the top books in geriatric medicine because of its usefulness to both clinicians and

families."-Vincent Carr, DO, MSA, FACC, FACP(Uniformed Services University of the Health

Sciences) Doody Review: 5 stars"It is not a formal textbook but more of a supportive manual of

common issues and problems that we face in daily practice. This to me is major plus of this book, it

deals with common and everyday situations and as the title suggests it uses case based scenarios.

Overall this is a useful, well written, practical elderly medicine book, ideal for use in primary care. It

is reasonable priced and an excellent addition to the bookshelf, virtual or real". Reviewed by: Dr

Harry Brown, July 2014

If you are in school for (or are an) FNP or ANP(even the DO school at my university uses this text)

this will give you Geriatric specific information to inform your current or future practice. It is very

thorough and offers a download for your computer or tablet. Both are valuable resources. You can

highlight and save points or information for quick reference.This is far from an exhaustive text. For

more information specific to the general adult population, I suggest Goroll & Mulley "Primary Care

Medicine: office evaluation and management of the adult patient" - also available at a reasonable

price thrown . It also has a free download of the text to the device of your choice. Another less

exhaustive but thorough text for primary care is CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment (2016)

by Papadakis amd McPhee- again available from  and with text download.Whether for class, clinic,

or study... these are valuable to the primary care provider.As a note... the CURRENT text updates

annually in late summer / early fall. The others come out with new editions less often.Best of luck on

your endeavor to provide quality evidence based care to your patients.

Very good book. I'm a MSN FNP student who took a theory class on the care of older adults. Often

information on Medscape or Epocrates was more current, but this book was published in 2013 so

that is not surprising. It did not have all topics I was looking for but most of them. It was very helpful

for writing papers and doing presentations. We had two texts for this theory class and this was my

preferred resource.

Great condition upon receipt.

I love the case-based approach used by the book though the chapter occasionally draws from

information gained from outside sources that the reader may be unfamiliar with.



Well organized, easily readable. It would benefit from a more comprehensive index but all these

books would benefit from that.

Easy read.

Solid guide for those caring for the geriatric person.

Well written and easy to read.
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